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This work explores the notion of an implied translator’s discursive presence in personal 

columns translated from English into Hebrew and published in the Hebrew version of 

PC Magazine during 2001-2005. A personal column in PC Magazine typically expresses 

personal opinions attributed to its implied author and voiced in the text by the column’s 

narrator. It may be argued that the personal nature of the columns leaves no room for 

additional presence such as that of implied translator. Yet, according to early works in 

translation theory, the implied translator’s discursive presence can be traced in every 

translated literary work (Hermans 1996), and it becomes apparent as shifts occur in the 

voice of the translation’s narrator as compared to that of the original narrator (O’Sullivan 

2003). 

This work analyzes predefined types of non-obligatory shifts that occur in the voice of 

narrators in the translation of thirty personal columns originally written by John C. 

Dvorak, Michael J. Miller and Bill Machron. The analysis was done in two stages. The 

first stage included the identification of non-obligatory shifts of 26 predefined types in 

the narrators’ voice in the translations. The shifts found were then examined and 

counted with regard to types. The second stage comprised a statistical analysis of the 

data. The most statistically prominent shift-types were identified and examined to 

determine whether they exhibited constancy and consistency both throughout the entire 

period (2001-2005) examined and per author. 



According to translation theory, the discursive presence of an implied translator 

manifests itself in the changes that occur in the voice of the translation’s narrator as 

compared to that of the original narrator (Schiavi 1996, O’Sullivan 2003). The textual 

and statistical analysis of thirty translated personal columns in PC Magazine shows that 

despite their personal nature, the discursive presence of an implied translator is indeed 

found in the translated personal columns in the Israeli edition of PC Magazine published 

between 2001-2005. Moreover, the analysis shows that this presence is not incidental; 

rather, it appears prominently, constantly and consistently in each author’s personal 

columns and throughout the entire period (2001-2005) examined in this paper. 

The changes found in the narrator’s voice in the translated personal columns of Dvorak, 

Machron and Miller are not only indicative of the implied translator’s discursive presence 

but they also imply a deeper change. According to the approach that conceives an 

implied author as an entity that creates and guides the narrator (Booth 1961b, Chatman 

1978, Schiavi 1996, O’Sullivan 2003), these changes indicate that in the personal 

columns of each biographical author the implied author of the source text was replaced 

by the implied translator – a different entity that introduces changes into a source text 

thereby turning it into to a text with new components and a new implied audience. 
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